INTRODUCTION {#acm20059-sec-0001}
============

The utility of intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) for the treatment of prostate cancer is being studied by a number of institutions. Recent publications have shown that doses may be increased beyond 70 Gy while keeping the dose to sensitive structures at safe levels.[^1^](#acm20059-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} ^--^ [^6^](#acm20059-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Early data have shown improvement in the clinical outcome as a result of applying conformal techniques.[^7^](#acm20059-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} ^--^ [^14^](#acm20059-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Planning treatments that go beyond well‐established clinical experience require one to consider a number of difficult questions. What target doses are desired? How much heterogeneity of the target dose can be accepted? What dose‐volume limits for sensitive tissues need to be respected? What margins need to be applied? How can alternative plans be meaningfully compared? This is true for all treatment planning, but IMRT makes the situation even more challenging. The complexity of IMRT requires that sophisticated optimization algorithms be applied in a process termed inverse treatment planning: the planner describes the desired goals and the computer system finds a solution. The planning system may offer additional variables for consideration, such as tissue types, beamlet size, and number of intensity levels, that compound the difficulty of determining the plan parameters. The results of the computation may well not satisfy all the constraints, and there may be clinical considerations that cannot be easily represented by the planning model. Planners must therefore expend considerable effort learning how to use the planning system to best advantage.

This paper describes our experience in developing a protocol to escalate doses for prostate cancer treatments. We first provide the rationale for our choice of specific dose‐volume limits for target and sensitive tissues that delimit acceptable plans, and then we describe criteria for ranking competing plans. We then explain how the abundance of planning variables was progressively winnowed down to establish an efficient, robust planning protocol for these patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#acm20059-sec-0002}
=====================

IMRT treatments at the Mayo Clinic, Scottsdale, AZ, are planned using the Corvus system (Sewickley, PA) and delivered with a Varian 2100C (Palo Alto, CA) linear accelerator equipped with a multileaf collimator with 10‐mm‐wide leaves. This study was performed with a prerelease version of updated Corvus software, version 3.8. Plans were run for ten patients who had presented with prostate cancer. The patients were scanned and treated in the supine position. Table [I](#acm20059-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows the organ volumes for the ten patients studied. The rectum and bladder contours included the entire wall and contents of the lumen. All the plans were calculated using 10‐MV beams and a beamlet size of $10 \times 10\text{mm}^{2}$. Except where noted, 10% intensity levels were used in the optimization.[^15^](#acm20059-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

###### 

Organ volumes (in cm3).

  Patient   Prostate   Seminal Vesicles   Rectum   Bladder
  --------- ---------- ------------------ -------- ---------
  *A*       84         33                 114      118
  *B*       72         19                 69       155
  *C*       91         38                 118      183
  *D*       60         36                 144      210
  *E*       90         13                 77       151
  *F*       69         22                 73       139
  *G*       34         5                  36       66
  *H*       84         20                 183      143
  *I*       90         13                 99       79
  *J*       120        18                 55       129

Corvus expands the volumes drawn as the clinical target volume (CTV) to form the planning target volume (PTV) using uncertainty dimensions that are specified by the user. Normal structures may be similarly expanded if desired. Geometric uncertainties for immobilization and localization (e.g., organ motion) are combined in quadrature to form the total uncertainty, which may be individually specified in the three principal directions. A search of the relevant literature established the uncertainties used in this protocol. Antolak *et al*.[^16^](#acm20059-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} presented their data along with a review of previous studies. Combining that review with other contemporaneous studies[^17^](#acm20059-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^26^](#acm20059-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^27^](#acm20059-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} suggests that the uncertainty of localizing the bony anatomy has a standard deviation of 4--5 mm in the anterior‐posterior and superior‐inferior directions and that the uncertainty caused by prostate motion is approximately 3.5 mm in those directions. The published uncertainties are less in the lateral directions (right‐left). The doses to the bladder and rectum are relatively insensitive to expansion of the target in the lateral directions and are most sensitive to the margin applied in the anterior‐posterior direction. Per Antolak et al.,[^16^](#acm20059-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} a 95% probability of covering the CTV can be obtained by setting a planning margin 1.65 times the standard deviation. For simplicity and consistency with previous practice, it was decided to use a uniform uncertainty in each direction of 8 mm for immobilization and 6 mm for localization of the target, resulting in a uniform 10‐mm expansion of the PTV around the CTV. This scheme is generally consistent with the margins quoted by the groups at Memorial Sloan‐Kettering,[^1^](#acm20059-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Fox Chase,[^17^](#acm20059-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and 3DOG/RTOG 9406,[^12^](#acm20059-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} although Memorial and Fox Chase reduced the posterior margin at the rectal interface for all or part of the treatment.

Based on published protocols and outcomes,[^7^](#acm20059-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^8^](#acm20059-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^10^](#acm20059-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} the target dose was set to 75.6 Gy to the prostate for a PSA of less than 10 ng/ml and 77.4 Gy for $\geq 10\,\text{mg}/\text{ml}$ using 1.8 Gy/day fractions. For this planning study, the 75.6 Gy target dose was used and the seminal vesicles were prescribed the same dose as the prostate.

Based on reports in the literature concerning rectal,[^19^](#acm20059-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} ^--^ [^22^](#acm20059-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} bladder,[^12^](#acm20059-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^20^](#acm20059-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^23^](#acm20059-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} and femoral head[^24^](#acm20059-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} tolerances, the following dose volume limits were established. For the rectum, 40% of the rectal volume could receive $\geq 65\,\text{Gy},30\% \geq 70\,\text{Gy}$, and $10\% \geq 75\,\text{Gy}$. The rectum was contoured from 1.5 cm inferior to the apex of the prostate to the level of the sigmoid at which it changes direction from cephalo‐caudad to anterior‐ posterior. For the bladder, 30% of the volume could receive $\geq 70\,\text{Gy}$. For both the rectum and bladder, the hotspots could not exceed 81 Gy. Deciding how to define a "hotspot" is difficult. Constraining the highest dose computed to a single voxel may be unduly restrictive. ICRU 50 (Ref. [18](#acm20059-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) considers a hotspot to be significant if the minimum diameter exceeds 1.5 cm. With that guidance, the hotspot dose was taken to be that given to $1.8\text{cm}^{3}$, which is the volume of a 1.5‐cm diameter sphere, recognizing that since the dose volume histogram (DVH) data coalesce all volumes, this high dose volume may not be contiguous. (In the discussions below, maximum to a target or organ refers to this $1.8 - \text{cm}^{3}$ definition). Finally, the full thickness of the femur could not receive more than 50 Gy. For comparison, the limits used by Reinstein *et al* [^2^](#acm20059-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} for a target dose of 81 Gy delivered with IMRT were 30% of the rectal wall to 75.6 Gy and 10% to 80 Gy, and 15% of the bladder wall to 80 Gy.

For this planning study, the doses in each plan were scaled so that 95% of the CTV received the target dose. This was deemed preferable to a baseline determined by the PTV because of the overlap between it and the rectum. Since the fraction of PTV overlapping the rectum varies with each patient, one cannot determine a *priori* a minimum fraction to be covered. Also, since the CTV is frequently in contact with the rectum, some compromise in target coverage may be needed to spare the anterior rectal wall.

With this point on the DVH of the CTV held constant, plans were considered acceptable if they met the dose‐volume limits for the normal tissues. In addition, the hotspot dose in the volume could not exceed 115% of the target dose. To further distinguish between acceptable plans, other figures of merit were examined. These included doses of up to 10% and 30% of the rectum, a dose up to 30% of the bladder, and a dose up to 99% of the CTV. (Note that the reported minimum dose to the CTV was not used since a difference in how Corvus interpolates dose and contour boundaries can cause unrealistically low minimum doses to be reported. In the discussion below, a minimum dose to the CTV refers to that which covers 99% of the volume.) We also computed the ratio between the PTV volume and total volume receiving 95% of the target dose. This volume ratio serves as a relative indicator, with higher numbers showing less volume taken to high doses.

PLANNING RESULTS {#acm20059-sec-0003}
================

Dose prescription in Corvus requires assigning a "tissue type" for each structure along with three points on its cumulative DVH. These three points define the desired maximum dose in the volume, minimum dose in the volume, and one intermediate dose‐volume point defined by a limit dose and the percent of the volume that may be above (for limiting organs) or below (for targets) the limit. Preliminary plans showed that the calculated DVHs systematically had higher maximums than prescribed; the maximum dose actually reported in the volume tended to be about 5 Gy more than requested for either the PTV or the nontarget tissue. For a target dose of 75.6 Gy, the maximum optimization limits for target and normal tissues were therefore set to 81 Gy in order to keep the maximum dose below 115% of the target dose (86.9 Gy). The prescription allowed a minimum of 72 Gy to up to 5% of the target volume.

Plans were then done for the ten patients to test the effects of the various prescription elements sequentially. For a given set of bladder and rectum constraints and a seven field arrangement, plans were completed using the two target tissue types available in Corvus v3.8: "basic" and "homogeneous." Figure [1](#acm20059-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows that the basic type provided more rectal sparing at the cost of larger dose variation in the target, often exceeding the allowable maximum dose. The homogeneous type spared the rectum less but sufficiently to meet the plan requirements, so the homogeneous target type was used for subsequent planning. (In all these figures, the error bars represent one standard deviation. "D30" refers to the dose given to at least 30% of the organ.)

![Target and rectal dose parameters for the two target tissue types available.](ACM2-2-059-g001){#acm20059-fig-0001}

The next set of plans tested a range of DVH limits for the rectum and bladder using a fixed beam arrangement of seven fields (see Table [II](#acm20059-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The limit dose to the rectum and bladder varied from 40--70 Gy. The maximum rectum dose was held at 75 Gy, since the rectum is in contact with the target that was to receive 75.6 Gy, and the minimum was set to 30 Gy. For each plan, the prescription allowed 10% of the organ to receive more than the desired limit but less than the maximum value. These plans were evaluated to determine how much the organ dose could be restricted without compromising other treatment goals. Figures [2](#acm20059-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#acm20059-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} show the effect of these changing limits on target and organ doses. Again, there is a tradeoff between organ sparing and target dose uniformity. Setting the rectum and bladder limit to 60 Gy kept the target and organ doses with the desired limits. With those parameters, the resulting mean dose to the prostate CTV was $78.8 \pm 0.5$ Gy.

![Target dose parameters as a function of organ goals set in prescription.](ACM2-2-059-g002){#acm20059-fig-0002}

![Rectum and bladder dose parameters as a function of organ goals set in prescription.](ACM2-2-059-g003){#acm20059-fig-0003}

###### 

Beam arrangements used.

  Plan ID   \# beams   Angles (IEC convention)
  --------- ---------- ---------------------------------
  5 lat     5          65, 90, 180, 270, 295
  6 lat     6          40, 90, 115, 245, 270, 320
  3 even    3          60, 180, 300
  5 even    5          36, 108, 180, 252, 324
  7 even    7          25, 75, 130, 180, 230, 285, 335
  9 even    9          0, 40, 80, ..., (40° intervals)
  15 even   15         0, 24, 48, ..., (24° intervals)

Figure [4](#acm20059-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of altering the percent of the organ allowed to go above the limit of 60 Gy. The actual rectal dose tends to be about 10 Gy more than that set in the prescription. The 10% prescription level meets the clinical requirements while the 30% level does not.

![Rectum dose parameters as a function of percentage allowed above 60 Gy in the prescription.](ACM2-2-059-g004){#acm20059-fig-0004}

After the tissue type and prescription DVH values were determined, plans on these ten patients were run to test the relative merit of different beam arrangements. One class of plans used an odd number of beams distributed at equal angular intervals around the axial plane; plans with 3, 5, 7, 9, and 15 beams were tried. The other class used parallel‐opposed laterals with three or four additional beams at selected angles, for a total of 5 or 6 beams. Only axial beams were considered in this study. Table [II](#acm20059-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"} lists the seven beam arrangements tested.

Figure [5](#acm20059-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} shows that the target dose parameters were relatively unaffected by the beam arrangement. Figure [6](#acm20059-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} shows that the rectum is better spared by having at least five beams equally distributed in angle, with incremental improvements as the number of fields increases to 9 or 15. Figure [7](#acm20059-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} shows similar results for the volume ratio; the amount of tissue taken to high dose diminishes with increasing number of fields, with a distinct improvement between three and five fields and slower improvement thereafter.

![Target dose parameters as a function of beam arrangement.](ACM2-2-059-g005){#acm20059-fig-0005}

![Dose to 30% of the rectum and bladder as a function of beam arrangement.](ACM2-2-059-g006){#acm20059-fig-0006}

![Change in the volume ratio as a function of beam arrangement.](ACM2-2-059-g007){#acm20059-fig-0007}

Figure [8](#acm20059-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for the "5 even" field arrangement optimized using 5%, 10%, 20%, and 33% intensity levels available for the modulation, which runs from $0–100\%$. The other prescription parameters were as indicated above. Plan quality for the 5% and 10% levels are similar to each other and better than that for the 20% and 33% levels $(p < 0.001)$. The CTV maximum, minimum, and mean doses were very similar and equivalent statistically.

![Rectal dose parameters as a function of the size of the modulation step used for the optimization.](ACM2-2-059-g008){#acm20059-fig-0008}

Corvus uses a stochastic optimization algorithm based on an implementation of simulated annealing. The results for a plan depend on the random path taken through solution space. Repetitions of the same plan produce virtually identical results because the same random number sequence is used, but the user can force a different path to be followed by permuting the order of beams presented to the optimizer, i.e., renumbering the beams. Plans for the "5 even" beam arrangement were repeated five times for two patients to determine the variability of results for a fixed set of parameters. Patient *B*\'s anatomy easily permitted the rectum to be spared while patient *F* had large seminal vesicles that partially wrapped around the anterior rectal wall. As seen in Fig. [9](#acm20059-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}, all of the plans for patient *B* satisfied the rectal dose constraints, while some of Patient *F*\'s did and others did not. Figure [10](#acm20059-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} shows one CT image from two of patient *F*\'s plans and the difference in the isodose shapes over the rectum.

![Rectal dose parameters for two patients with plans repeated five times, changing the beam order for each run.](ACM2-2-059-g009){#acm20059-fig-0009}

![(Color) Isodose lines for two runs of the plan for patient F. The prostate and its PTV are in red, the seminal vesicles are in blue, and the rectum is green. The isodoses lines are for 65, 70, and 75 Gy. The plan in the left panel met the dose criteria; that in the right did not.](ACM2-2-059-g010){#acm20059-fig-0010}

The results presented here have concentrated on the rectal doses. Those for the bladder are similar, but there is more variation because of the diversity in shape of bladder and seminal vesicles from patient to patient. Femoral head doses were well within the 50 Gy limit for all patients and plans. Table [III](#acm20059-tbl-0003){ref-type="table-wrap"} summarizes the parameters of the planning protocol.

###### 

Parameters of standard planning protocol (Corvus v3.8).

  Dose volume limits                                                                   
  -------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ------ ---- ---- ----
  Prostate             Homogeneous                                    75.6   5    72   81
  Seminal vesicles     Homogeneous                                    75.6   5    72   81
  Tissue               Homogeneous                                    75.6   0    0    81
  Bladder              Basic                                          60     10   30   75
  Rectum               Basic                                          60     10   30   75
  Femoral heads        Basic                                          40     10   30   50
  Other parameters                                                                     
  Margins                                                                              
    Immobilization     8 mm uniform                                                    
    Localization       6 mm uniform                                                    
  Beam directions      36°, 108°, 180°, 252°, 324° (IEC convention)                    
  Intensity levels     $0–100\%$ in 10% steps                                          
  Beam energy          10 MV                                                           
  Beamlet size         $10 \times 10\text{mm}^{2}$                                     

DISCUSSION {#acm20059-sec-0004}
==========

Inverse treatment planning is not necessarily a simple matter of prescribing a desired dose distribution. One must learn how to adjust the prescription so that the resulting plan is satisfactory. For example, in this study the maximum dose in the volume typically exceeded the prescribed value by about 5 Gy, so one had to specify a lower maximum than was actually acceptable. One could not overly constrain the rectal dose without causing unacceptable hotspots elsewhere in the volume, as seen in Fig. [2](#acm20059-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. Reducing the rectal dose means reducing the intensities of some beamlets irradiating the rectum. Where those shadows traverse the target, other beamlets must have higher intensities to compensate. With a limited number of fields, the balancing of high and low intensity beamlets cannot be exact and the result is less dose homogeneity.

For prostate treatments at these dose levels, it was possible to develop a prescription protocol that usually produced plans meeting the minimum requirements that had been established for target and critical organ doses. This standard protocol employs five axial fields, equally distributed in angle, with rectum and bladder D10 limits set to 60 Gy and target doses of 75.6 Gy to 95% of the prostate CTV, leading to a mean prostate dose of 78.8 Gy. The protocol is not "optimal" in the sense of having been proven to be the best combination of prescription parameters for this group of ten patients or even for any one patient. It does, however, provide the planner with a good starting point that will likely produce an acceptable plan (by these criteria), thus simplifying the practical burden of IMRT planning for the prostate. Each revision of the planning parameters requires about 15 minutes to calculate and evaluate. The planner can also use these results to suggest methods of improving plans. Adding beams, for example, is likely to make incremental improvements. Reducing rectum or bladder limits will reduce those doses with concomitantly more dose variation in the target, which may prove to be acceptable. Repeating a plan several times for a challenging patient (by altering the order in which beams are entered into the system) may find a more satisfactory solution. We emphasize that this "standard protocol" is used as a starting point for individualized planning and that the protocol itself is subject to revision as our experience increases.

A number of other planning options could be investigated. Higher energies could be tested. Only axial beams were considered in this study because of the extra treatment time required to change table angles. Nonaxial beams may prove useful if doses are to be escalated higher, but axial beams proved adequate to achieve our dosing protocol. If the prostate were localized for each day\'s treatment, as by using ultrasound, smaller margins could be applied.[^5^](#acm20059-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^17^](#acm20059-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} ^,^ [^25^](#acm20059-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Finally, the characteristics of these IMRT plans should be compared to three‐dimensional conformal plans with similar goals and measures. These latter issues are the subject of ongoing investigations in this institution.
